DwebConsults Solutions WebDefence is our RMM tool that monitors and
provides all round managed cyber security protection to client's worksation.
With WebDefence for Workstation, we lift the burden of system security from off
the shoulders of our clients so they can focus on other things while they let the
experts take care of security issues.
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Backup and Recovery : with the backup and recovery add-on clients do not need to worry about
losing of important data from a system crash. As WebDefence will do a complete disaster
recovery so you don't lose anything from a crashed system.
Endpoint Detection and Response: with endpoint detection and response add-on, client cyber
security is pushed beyond just what regular antivirus can handle. Comes with deeper forensic
analysis, AI based and machine learning threat detection, prevention and remediation that is 24/7
actively protecting the system whether online or offline without the need for signature updates like
conventional antivirus.
Advanced protection from evolving and latest cyber attacks such as ransomware, zero-day
attacks e.t.c with capacity to do a emergency roll back of compromised files.
Use traditional signature-based Anti-virus management to block known threats and malwares.
Organisational Work Browsing Policies setup for employees such as which websites can be
visited during working hour and which cannot be visited, blocking of known malicious websites
from being visited and so on.

• Near real-time file analysis: The system can analyze files continuously,
replacing time-intensive recurring scans.
• Signatureless: Fight back against the latest threats without having to wait for
daily definition updates as in conventional anti-virus.
• Offline protection: Artificial intelligence data is stored on the workstation
making sure it's protected even while offline.
• Machine learning: With machine learning the system determines how best to
respond to threats and adjusts those responses over time.
• Autonomous action: Attacks are automatically contained and neutralized, and
compromised files are automatically replaced by the last known healthy
version (Windows OS only).
• Patch and update management: managing of security patches and update for
Operating system, core softwares and some thirdparty softwares.

WebDefence for Workstation is a powerful tool that is a must for security
conscious individuals and organisations and when combined with other
WebDefence products would have created an enterprise level security solution
in place for security sensitive organisations.
We know that each individuals and organisations have different security
requirements that is why we use custom based pricing plan to better suit the
budget of clients. For price quote request or more information, contact us your
account manager or info@dwebconsults.com

